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and special police services in the Altoona, PA area.
11-22-2019 - The main purpose of law enforcement in any state is to ensure and maintain
safety, security, peace, and dignity. Many governmental security and police organizations
have indulged in various activities in an effort to enhance public protection, having mixed
results in many cases. In the Mid-Atlantic region of the United States, a privately held
authority is delivering extraordinary protective services and enhancing public safety, and is an
organization that is astonishingly effective. TSE - Tri State Enforcement, a progressive,
privately held regional authority, is primarily engaged to provide virtuous protective security
and policing services. The agency contracts with various government and non-government
entities for delivery of services, with a strong focus on securing and protecting organizations,
businesses, housing, municipalities, and critical infrastructure. To learn more about Tri State
Enforcement, click on the following link https://tseonline.org
TSE maintains a footprint throughout numerous Mid-Atlantic states, and is proud to
announce a new location of TSE; located in Altoona, in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
In maintaining a strenuous recruitment process, only highly qualified, well educated, and
highly proficient officers will be considered for appointment to the Altoona office. TSE has
consistently recruited only the most critical thinkers and law enforcement practitioners, to
ensure the highest level of safety, service, and protection is maintained throughout the
Mid-Atlantic region. The TSE Altoona office will deliver services throughout Bedford, Blair,
Cambria, Clearfield, and Somerset counties.
The growing local demand for enhanced security and protection is what led TSE to open the
Altoona office, which will lead to increased safety and security for perspective and current
partners in the local area. With unstable crime statistics, and seemingly more instances of
major incidents throughout the country, it has become an increasing priority to take
preventative and effective measures at locations having risk of an incident.
It's for these reasons and more that TSE came into existence, and maintains a staff of expert
law enforcement practitioners. TSE delivers services to government and corporate entities,
providing workplace violence prevention, court and judicial service, physical security and
special police services, executive protection, housing community security and police services;
all of which will be available by the officers working from the TSE Altoona office. To learn
more about TSE Altoona, please visit https://tseonline.org/locations/altoona-pa/.
TSE and it's officers are equipped with the best currently-available equipment and
technologies, and officers are afforded world-class training and continuing education
opportunities. It's for these reasons and more that TSE is the leader of innovative and effective
contracted policing, public safety, and protective security services for their partners and
clients. Many organizations desire to partner with TSE as a result of past crimes and incidents,
but many seek a partnership with TSE to both upgrade their security posture and prevent the
likelihood and severity of future incidents and crimes. To learn more, please visit https://
tseonline.org/services/department-of-public-safety/.

TSE officers exercise immense effort to prevent acts of crime and terror. With the superior
qualifications and capabilities of agency personnel, there's little wonder how TSE is able to
provide such a highly effective and professional suite of services. TSE rapidly becomes an
integral asset of partner organizations, with officers who are specialized in rendering medical
aid to the injured and ill, coordinate and carry out evacuations in times of emergency or
disaster, and take immediate and effective action to prevent and mitigate a variety of
dangerous and criminal incidents. These are a few of the reasons TSE is known to be the
region's best security guard company.

About TSE - Tri State Enforcement
TSE is a privately held regional authority which supplies protective security, special police,
and public safety services throughout the Mid-Atlantic region of the United States.
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